Dual labeling in standard DNA-RNA hybridization studies using 125 I-labeled nuclear RNA and 3H-labeled DNA.
Standard DNA-RNA hybridization studies, using nucleic acids isolated from mammalian tissues, are frequently hindered by relatively low levels of radioactivity in pulse-labeled RNA and in an inability to reliably estimate the amount of DNA present in the hybrid. In the method described here nuclear RNA is labeled in vitro with 125I to 400 000- 800 000 cpm/mug and DNA is obtained from a rat glial tumor line grown in culture and labeled to specific activities of 42 000-79 000 cpm/mug. DNA-RNA hybridization is conducted in an all solution system at RNA:DNA ratios of 3.5:1 to 18:1. Assay background is controlled by pretreatment of the hybrid and free RNA at the conclusion of the annealing study with RNase, then isolation of the hybrid together with a small fraction of free RNA oligonucleotides on hydroxyapatite. The partially purified hybrids are then trapped on Millipore filters. Assay background id 0.004% of total counts present in the annealing reaction. Comparison of the annealing reactions of pulse-labeled liver nuclear RNA and in vitro 125I-labeled nuclear RNA in saturation, kinetic, and competitive hybridization studies shows them to be essentially the same. Nuclear RNA labeled by either tritium or iodine shows a 10-20-fold greater concentration of the annealing sequences over that found in the microsomal RNA. Minor differences are noted between the nuclear RNAs in the initial rates of reaction and in the magnitude of the decrease in percent hybridization at low levels of unlabeled competitor RNA. This may be due to preferential labeling in pulse-labeled RNA of molecules which are present in lower concentrations or are transcribed from more frequently repeated DNA sequences than the average population of annealing RNA molecules. The technique has application in systems where the amount of tissue for RNA extraction is small or where the system does not permit the obtaining of pulse-labeled RNA, as in experimental rodent skin carcinogenesis or in dealing with RNA from the tissues of large mammals or humans.